1 INTRODUCTION

Design
Guide

The design of new houses calls for sensitivity,
experience and skill. The employment of an
architect, architectural technician or other
designer with proven ability is recommended.

New Houses
in Towns & Villages


2 INFORMATION REQUIRED
It is a good idea to discuss sketch proposals
with a planning officer prior to the submission
of a planning application. Drawings should
include layout and elevations, a survey of
existing levels, walls, trees, hedges and
existing structures, means of access, car
parking and landscape treatment.

3 LOCAL CHARACTER

Wide frontage
narrow span



Plain facade
set back garage



The use of local materials and the limitations
of past construction techniques are largely
responsible for the simple forms of traditional
buildings. In general, traditional houses in the
area have a distinctly rural character, pitched
roofs over narrow spans, and employ a limited
range of materials. Contemporary
interpretation of these characteristics is a
preferred option for new development in
a traditional context.

Restful roof in
clay tiles

Steep plain tile roofs







Rural in
character

Articulated
form





Wall areas
dominate openings

Linear shape
modest scale
Screen
walls





Rural character



Roofs with a
restful appearance



Vertical
proportions

Examples which conform to the principles
contained in this guide



Gables
keep eaves
relatively low

There is no presumption against modern
design provided that the context is recognised
and a sense of local identity is evident.
New houses can be designed to complement
traditional styles, but also be of their
own time.



Stone,
deep planks
and clay tiles

4 CONTEXT
Houses which provide local identity in a
settlement often exhibit a family likeness in
form, shape and siting relative to roads, spaces
and to each other. Aggressively positioned
buildings can erode the quality and character of
towns and villages. The retention of existing
walls, hedges and trees helps to assimilate new
development by maintaining continuity.
Over-fenestrated house which
does not recognise context





Linear form
with garages
at right angles



Enclosure with
garaging set back

Architectural good
manners contributes
to local identity



Solid wall areas with
discreet openings





Varied scale,
narrow span,
purpose made
windows



Prominent roof,
chimney,
articulated form

Uncomplicated,
uncrowded with
traditional
roof form



There are natural limits to scale governed by
the character of surrounding development.
Some settlements may comprise closely
situated clusters of buildings; others may be
spacious with gaps between buildings. Dense
development on a restrictive site will be out of
place in a 'spread out' area with a recessed
building line and distinct open space about
buildings. When large scale buildings are
proposed more space is often required
about the building in order to avoid an
overbearing appearance.



Insufficient space left
for significant planting


Design tied
into landscape
using natural
materials

5 SCALE

Prominent garages
and parking



Large building broken
down into
separate elements






Buildings provide enclosure
with gaps between



Visual interest
and handmade
clay tiles
Car parking set behind
with planting in foreground

8 DETAILS

6 SHAPE
Older domestic buildings often exhibit
evidence of a gradual expansion from a basic
unit with the additions forming shapes that
respect the original but which are subordinate
in size. This fact can be used to good effect
insofar as large new houses may be broken
down into separate elements and reunited in
an articulated whole, reducing what would
otherwise be a bulky structure unsuited to an
area of smaller buildings. Garages can be
provided as independent or discreetly linked
structures in order to reduce apparent bulk.
Simple forms are more likely to sit happily
with older buildings.

The subtle use of segmental or gauged brick
arches over openings, decorative string
courses, patterned brickwork, corbelled eaves
and traditional verges in new house designs is
encouraged. Flues, vents and meter boxes can
be painted or positioned to avoid visual
clutter. Gas and electricity ground cabinets
are available, wall mounted meter boxes can
be fitted flush into walls or screened by
stained timber cladding. Cast-iron or other
metal rainwater goods often suit a
traditional context.

Non-descript shape and
an impression of bulk



Over-deep structure
with horizontal
emphasis





Brick arches give
verticality and interest
to openings

Traditional detail
without contravention
of building regulations



7 MATERIALS
The use of local stone, brick, lime, flint and
timber, as appropriate, accords with past
construction; indigenous materials contribute
to a sense of permanence. Natural materials
are preferred to facsimile products. A design
guide on materials and suppliers is
available from the Environment and
Planning Department.

9 WINDOWS AND DOORS

Boundary wall in
local stone
building in lime render





Flint with soft
red brick details

Simple house
designs in
local materials



Openings add interest to elevations, their size
and location is important to the overall
character of a building. Large amounts of
glazing appear out of place on new buildings
in a traditional context. The use of traditional
door and window types, or a design based on
local styles, will help to integrate new housing
in an established settlement.
Traditional elements are often vertical in
emphasis and wall areas tend to dominate
openings in elevations. Following traditional
proportions and distributing openings about
buildings to give a high ratio of solid to void is
recommended. Patio doors are usually most
appropriately positioned on elevations out of
public view.

10 ROOFS

11 DORMERS

Simple roof forms in natural materials,
traditional eaves and gable treatments
predominate on older buildings. Hipped gables
are found occasionally and it is usually only
the top quarter of the gable that is hipped.
Plain clay tiles and natural slate are preferred
to concrete interlocking tiles. Roof pitches of
o
o
o
between 40 and 50 for tiles and between 20
o
and 35 are appropriate for slate. Angles on
roofs are most suitably treated with bonnet
tiles rather than half round ridge tiles.
Ridge and ventilation terminals can be
discreet, for example, a traditional gable
ventilation slit or chimney to disguise heating
flues. Chimneys help to punctuate roof profiles
and provide visual interest.



Roofs
reaching down
to single storey

Unfussy roofs with
traditional verges
and eaves

Large horizontally proportioned dormers appear
top heavy and alien to traditional form. Limited
living space in roof areas is acceptable provided
this is not unduly significant in the expanse of
the roof as a whole.




Large dormers
give a top
heavy appearance



Rooflights may be a discordant element on
new houses unless they are small, positioned
out of public view or used sparingly. Flush
fitting rooflights can reduce the visual impact
of roof openings.



Rooflights should
be discreet



Rooflights can detract
from building elevations



The ordering
of roof - one
dominant,
the others
subordinate

Outbuildings can be delightful
in their own right



Slight variations, steep pitches
and plain clay tiles



Inappropriate
roof pitch







12 PARKING
On-street car parking is normally resisted
(because of accident potential). Vehicles parked
on frontages will frequently result in the loss of
front gardens and enclosure. Car parking
should preferably be set behind buildings or
screened from public view. New and existing
walls, trees, hedges and shrubs should be used
to screen and improve the appearance of
parking and turning areas.
Car parking needs to be convenient but should
not be allowed to detract from the setting of
houses. The Council's car parking standards
are set out in a booklet available from the
Environment and Planning Department. The
Council will wish to ensure that the required
off-street car parking is adequately
accommodated within the site allowing
for amenity planting.
Car parking areas can be visually intrusive in
themselves, a little thought given to their
arrangement and surface materials (see C
Surface Treatments at back of guide) can
dramatically reduce their impact.

13 GARAGES
The front door is traditionally the main
feature of a house, a point of focus and entry,
yet garage doors can be the largest single
element on a house elevation. Over-dominant
garages create an impression of dwellings
being subordinate. Ways to reduce the impact
of garages are siting, positioning and possibly
screening by walls or planting.

Lean-to provides access
through to second garage



Projecting
garages can erode
environment quality



Separate garages turned so
gable end faces the road



House with
vertical proportions

Boundary wall
screens vehicles



Separate garage
to form enclosed
forecourt





New buildings at the edge of settlements need
to be sensitive to the nature of their location.
The appearance of development when viewed
from the countryside is an important
consideration. Sufficient space must be
allowed around new housing which is
adjacent to countryside for appropriate
planting to soften the transition.
Consideration also needs to be given to the
design of the buildings close to boundaries
with the countryside; for example, single
storey elements or low eaves with clay tiled
pitches are less intrusive than abrupt gables.
Appropriate boundary treatment will
frequently be simple agricultural post and rail
fences, backed by native hedging and trees.



Abruptly sited houses at the
edge of settlements are to be avoided


Deep plans give
poor natural light

Shared garage second house
uses opposite side

14 BOUNDARIES WITH
THE COUNTRYSIDE

Buildings arranged
to reduce their
apparent size





Proprietary ‘cart shed’
garage buildings are
now available





House with
squat proportions



Over dominant
garage

A LANDSCAPE REQUIREMENTS
Landscape design is an important part of
the development process: it needs to be
considered from the initial stages of
considering the development potential of
a site. This is particularly pertinent in a
rural district like Aylesbury Vale where
developers will be expected to utilise
existing site features to advantage be it
water, topography or vegetation.

B PLANTING
Housing layouts must accommodate worthy
trees and shrubs. Existing trees are a valuable
asset. Trees and shrubs which are retained
will add to the value of the property because
they provide an established appearance to
new development.
Developers will be expected to provide full
landscape design proposals, setting out the
type and size of plants and trees together with

details of banks, walls and levels and means
of protection for existing features during
construction. Schemes should include
measures to strengthen existing planting with
appropriate native species and incorporate
climbing plants on new walls.
Planting proposals need to utilise native trees,
shrubs and climbers rather than alien or
strongly ornamental varieties.

For advice on planning applications :
call (01296) 585679

For advice on building control queries :
call (01296) 585460

General information is available
on the Council’s website:



www.aylesburyvaledc.gov.uk

Retention of existing planting
helps establish new houses

C SURFACE TREATMENTS
In rural areas, natural surface materials are
preferred. Clay paviors, bricks, stone or bound
gravel are recommended for private roads
and driveways.
Surface materials can be selected and
arranged to suggest pedestrian priority. The
use of materials which complement buildings
or walls create a unified appearance.

D FRONTAGES
Planting, surfaces and boundary treatment
provide a setting for buildings; frontages
which enhance the setting of a building
typically provide enclosure and privacy.
Suitable walls, railings and simple gates
backed by native species hedging is often a
satisfactory solution. The Council will wish
to strike a balance between providing
required vehicular site lines and any loss of
local character.

Open frontages can be visually destructive



Large print leaflet available
call (01296) 585454
Adopted by the Council on 12th October 1992
following public consultation

E BUILDING REGULATIONS
Both building regulations approval and
planning permission are required for all new
dwellings. The building regulations are
principally concerned with health, safety,
structural stability, insulation and ventilation.

Planning
AYLESBURY VALE DISTRICT COUNCIL
The Gateway Gatehouse Rd Aylesbury HP19 8FF
Tel: 01296 585679 Text Relay : Prefix telephone number with 18001
www.aylesburyvaledc.gov.uk

